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1. INTRODUC~ON 
Consider the Cauchy problem for the system of equations 
u, +p(v), = 0, ut - u, = 0, (l-1) 
04 L’m xl = (u,(x), %(X)), (1.2) 
where p(v) = k2vwy, y = 1 + 2.50 <E < 1, k = const > 0. 
We assume that T V,,,(u,(x), Do) and T Vx,,,(u,(x), uo(x)) are 
sufficiently small, and 0 ( v’ < z+-,(x) <0” < +co, where u’ and u” are 
constants. 
We wish to compare the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) with the solution of 
the corresponding Riemann problem (1.1) with the initial data 
(u, ~)(O, 4 = (u, 3 o+) for x > 0 
(1.2’) 
= (u-, v-) for x < 0, 
where (u,, u+) = lim,,+,(u,(x), v,(x)), (u-, v-1 = lim,,-,(u,(x), ~dx)). 
If (u,, u+ ) is close to (u- , v-), the existence theorem of the solution of 
the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) can be obtained by the result in [8). If the 
Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved by rarefaction waves, the existence of 
the solution of Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) can be proved by the method 
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similar to one in [6]. Here we shall prove that if the Riemann problem (1.1) 
(1.2’) is solved by a shock wave, or by two shock waves, or by a shock 
wave and a rarefaction wave, then the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) has a 
weak solution provided that, roughtly speaking, E(]u+ - U- ( + 1 v, - t’_ I) 
(T V,,O{~,(x), V,,(X)}) + T Vx,O{~o(x), V,,(X)}) is bounded by a constant. 
We shall show that if the solution of the corresponding Riemman problem 
(1.1) (1.2’) consists of one shock wave (or two shock waves), then the 
solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) also consists of the same kind of 
shock wave originating from (0,O) (or two shock waves originating from 
(0,O) respectively). We shall give the lower and upper bounds of the 
strengths of the shock waves originating from (0,O). It shall be proved that 
apart from the aforementioned shock waves, the other shock waves are 
relatively weak. All of these results and estimates hold for all t > 0. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the terminology and results of 
[4, 6, and S]. 
2. ESTIMATES ON INTERACTIONS 
The system (1.1) is hyperbolic in u > 0, u E R, and its characteristics are 
A= fk&/v’+’ = *k&p’+‘. 
The corresponding Riemann invariants can be taken as 
r = J- (24 +Q(v)), 
fi 
s = J- (u - a(v)), 
\/z 
(2.1) 
where 
G(v) = -k&+ -kJ;!$ 
The mapping from (u, u), u > 0, to (r. s), s - r > 0 is one-to-one and onto, so 
we may use (u, u) or (r, s) as the unknown variables according to our 
convenience. The same applies to (u, p), p > 0 and (r, s), s - r > 0. 
Following [8], the l-shock curve S,(r,, s,,) and 2-shock curve S,(r,, so) 
with initial point (r,,, sO) can be written as 
~,(rO,~o)=~(rr~)l~--o=g,(r--o,~o)~r~ro~, 
S&-,, so) = {(r, sj I r - r. = g,(s - so,po), s c so\, 
where 0 < g;(a, po) < 1, 0 < g;(a, po), i = 1, 2, a < 0. 
(2.2) 
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Similar to [5], the strength of a l-shock wave a = {(rO, s,,), (r,, s,) ( 
(r, , s,) E S,(r,s,)} and the strength of a 2-shock wave p = {(r,, sJ, (r,, sJ 1 
(rz, s2) E S,(r,, s,,)} are defined by 
str a = @(z+J - @(ur), 
str p = O(uz) - @(uO). 
(2.3) 
Similarly the strength of a I-rarefaction wave c = ((rO ,s,,), (r, , s,) ( r. < r, , 
s0 = s, } and the strength of a 2-rarefaction wave q = { (ro, s,,), (r2, s2) ( 
s, < s2, r, = rz ) are defined by 
str { = @(u,) - @(Do), 
str q = @(vO) - @(t’*). 
(2.4) 
For convenience we identify the strength of a wave with itself. 
We use Glimm’s scheme [2] to construct an approximate solution 
(u’, v/)(x, t) for the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2). First we approximate the 
initial values (1.2) by step functions (~‘(0, x), ~‘(0, x)), where I > 0 is the 
space mesh length, and 
for (m - 1)1< x < (m + 1)1, m an odd integer. Then we define h, the time 
mesh length, so that 
(2.6) 
In each strip nh ,< t < (n + l)h the approximate solution (u’, u/)(x, t) is the 
exact solution and consists of centered shock and rarefaction waves 
generated at the point x = ml, m + n an. even integer. At f = (n + 1)h the 
approximate solution (~‘,a’)((n+l)h,x) for (m-l)l<x<(m+l)L 
m + n + 1 an odd integer, is set to be (u’, v’)((n + 1)h - 0, (m + a,+,)/). 
Here (a,} is an equidistributed random sequence in (-1, 1). 
As usual in order to obtain a uniform bound on (u’, V/)(X, I) in 0 < f, 
x E R, and a uniform bound on the total variation of (u’, U/)(X, t) on each 
line t = const > 0, we must consider the interactions of shock and rarefaction 
waves in the diamon A,,* bounded by J, and J,, where J, and J2 are any I- 
curve, a space-like curve consisting of segments joining neighboring mesh 
points ((m + a,)/, n/z) such that m increases along the Z-curve, m + n an odd 
integer, and J, is an immediate successor of J,, i.e., J2 differs from J, by a 
mesh point and J, lies toward larger time. 
Let a, /3, <, and 9 be l-shock wave, 2-shock wave, I-rarefaction wave, and 
2-rarefaction wave on J,, respectively: Let a’, /I’, c’, and v’ be l-shock 
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wave, Z-shock wave, I-rarefaction wave, and 2-tarefaction wave on J,. 
respectively. 
In the following lemmas, /? + a + a’ + p’ denotes the interaction of a 2- 
shock wave an a l-shock wave which produces a l-shock wave and a 2- 
shock wave; the other cases are written in a similar way. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that 0 GE, --a < @&) < @(a) < 0 and that all 
waues considered below are contained in the strip Q(u) E I@@), @(t’)]. 
u E R in the r, s-plane. Then the following estimates are valid for 
corresponding interactions: 
(i) fl+cc-+a’+/3’: 
u’ < a + 2(D2 + 1) Ccap, 8’ </?+ 2(0* + 1)Ceap; 
(ii) q+a-ta’+q’: 
q’ < v + ~m-cmrJ. cl’ + q’ = a + q; 
(iii) a, + cf? + a’ + q’: 
cf’+~‘=a,+u,, 9’ < D,u,a2; 
(iv) (a) <+a+a’+P’: There exist /I”. a” such that 
/?“+a”+a’+P’ and 
(b) 4+ a-+5’ t-8’: 
<+a--c’--/3’>2a> 2fi /?‘; 
&CT 
(v) (a) a+t-+a’+p’: 
- 
u+~-a’-p=2(a-a’)> 2d2 pg P’: 
(b) CI+~+~‘+/?‘: 
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Here C, D,, D are positive constants independent of E, a, p, r, q and 
u E [g, 271. 
Proof. In view of 0 < g’,(a, p,,) < 1, 0 Q g’,(a,p,) < 1 and the 
assumptions of this lemma, it follows that there exists a constant D > 1 such 
that 
du 1 + g’,(r- ro,po) 
16iZ= 1 -g:(r-r,,p,)‘D for (r, s) E S, (To, so), 
-D<&= gxs-so,Po)+ 1 
d@ gxs-So,Po)- 1 
<-I for (r, s) E S,(r,, so); 
therefore 
fi(@(u,) - Q(u) Q r. - r < &Gi (@(uo) - Q(u)) 
for (r, s) E S,(r,, so), 
l/m%4 - Wo)) < so - s < l/m (Q(u) - @@ON 
for (r, s) E &(u,, so). 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Using (2.7), (2.8), and Lemmas 3 and 4 of [8] we obtain (i), (ii), (iv), (v) 
and (vi). 
In view of 0 < g;(a,p,), gy(O,p,) = 0, g;‘(-a,,p,) = 0, i = 1,2 and 
Lemma 3 of [S] it follows that there is a constant D, related to the upper 
bound of g;(a, po), i = 1, 2 and C such that (iii) is true; here C is the 
constant appearing in [8] for u E [u, fi]. 
From now on D, D,, and C represent the constants appearing in 
Lemma 2.1 for the corresponding domain of u. 
LEMMA 2.2. Under the same assumptions of the Lemma 2.1, the 
following estimates are valid for corresponding interactions: 
(i) a,+a,-+a’+q’: 
g’r(-dxa,,p)( < (D + l)-’ for v< l/p <i; n’ <a,(1 + 
(ii) a + <-+ a’ + j3’: 
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(iii) r + a -+ a’ + p’: 
j?’ < ((1 + 2(D2 + 1) C&a). 
Proof. First we consider the case (i). Suppose that a, = { (rl, s,), 
(L, GA a2 = {Pm9 hJv (5, s,)h a’ = ((r,, sl), (rA, s,Jl and II’ = {(rmr s,). 
(I,., s,)}, then we obtain 
JA (L,’ s,,) be a point in the (r, s)-plane such that r,,,, = r,,,, s,, < s, and 
s, - sm, = g,(rrTt - r,,,,, p,,). From Lemma 3 of [S] it follows that 
V’ = 5 (S, - SE,) G-L ((S, - s,,) + CE(s, - sm,)(r, - r,)) 
fi 
For case (ii) it is easy to see that p’ + (a -a’) = r. Using (v)(a) of 
Lemma 2.1 we obtain p’( 1 + fi/dm) < <. 
Case (iii) is easy to obtained using (i) and (iv)(a) of Lemma 2.1 and 
/I?” + (a - a”) = <. 
By symmetry the other types of interactions of two waves which we will 
be concerned with can be treated in the same way as in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. 
In view of (2.2) and by simple calculus we obtain the following lemma 
about the estimates on the difference of the strength of the i-waves in the 
solutions of the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) and the Riemann problem 
(1.1) with initial data 
(aI x), @, x) = (d+, vi) for x > 0 
= (u’, V’L) for x > 0. 
(2.9) 
Here i-wave refers to either the i-shock wave or the i-rarefaction wave, 
i= 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Ei (respectively E;) be the strength of the i-wave in the 
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solution of the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) (respectively the Riemann 
problem (1.1)(2.9)). Then the following estimates hold: 
(D + 1)’ 
4fiD (l~~---r’_I+l~~--s’_J+)r+-rr:(+~s+-s~~) 
> IE,-E;I for both Ei and EI are i-shock waves 
or both Ei and El are i-rarefaction waves 
>JEi+Elj otherwise, 
for i= 1,2. 
3. EXISTENCE AND COMPARJSON OF SOLUTIONS 
Now we shall prove the existence theorem of solution of the Cauchy 
problem (1.1) (1.2) and compare it with the solution of the corresponding 
Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) in various cases. First we study the case in 
which the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved by only one shock wave. 
For definiteness we assume that the shock wave is a l-shock wave. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved 
by a l-shock wave, i.e., the following equality holds: 
S+ - s-=g,(r+ -r-,p-> r+ < r- 
and T vX<o(r,(x), so(x)}, T V,,,{r,(x), so(x)} are small so that 
16\/ZW+ 1W2 + l)C& T<y {r,(x),s&)} < 1, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
,< @(v-> - @(v+ ), (3.3) 
32(D2 + 1)3’2 CE B + 
(D + 1)2 
8D T<r P&h soC4 / 
T,y {r&h so(x) t G 1, 
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&I -4fidm 
(D + 1)' 8D ) T<y {r&)7 %I(-~) t 
T,r irdx), so(x) 1 
1 1 
’ (D+ 1) 
for v < - < ~7. 
- P 
(3.5’) 
Then the solution (u, u)(x, t) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) exists for all 
t > 0 and there is a 1 -shock wave S(t) originating from (0,O) in the solution 
such that 
( 1 1-k (@(u-)-@Cu.) 
(@(v-)-@(c’+)) for t > 0, (3.6) 
62~jD+~)~<~{r,(x).s,(x)t, for t>O, (3.7) 
T I’ {u(x, t), 0(x, t)t X>S(f) 
(4fi(D+z)((B+ ‘Dli’2) T,~iro(.~)3so(x)t 
+ 1+ P+112 
( 80 1 TJ Pdx)~ s&4 t) for t > 0, (3.8) 
where B= 1 +2(D*+ l)C&(l + l/N)(@(tj-)-@(v+)), D.‘D, and C are 
the constants appearing in Lemma 2.1 for u E (g, ts]. and c= @-‘(@(v+) - 
(@(v-) - @(D+))/N); N > 2 is any given constant. 
ProoJ Using Glimm’s scheme described in Section 2, we choose the ratio 
of the mesh lengths 
Let S’(t) denote the l-approximate characteristic originated from the point 
(0,O) for the approximate solution (u’, v’)(x, t). 
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Similar to [5] we define 
~-8=L-(J)+M,&Q-(~+M;&Q;(J), (3.9) 
J’“Q = Lo(J) + M, &Q”O + %Q;(Jl, (3.10) 
where L-(J)=C(a+P+t+tl), Q-<J>=c(a,a2+ap+PIP2), Q;= 
2 (at + aq + /3t + Pq) (respectively Lo(J) = 2 (a + P + t + tl), Q”(J) = 
C (a, a2 + 4’ + P1P2), Q," = C (a< + azl + Pt + Ptt)), a, P, t, tt in L - (J) 
(respectively LO(J)) are the strengths of the waves crossing J and lying to the 
left (respectively the right) of the l-wave S’(t) which involves S’(t) and 
crosses J. a,a2, a/I ,..., /?q in Q-(J) and Q;(J) (respectively Q’(J) and 
Q;(J)) are products of the strengths of the approaching waves crossing J 
and lying to the left (respectively the right) of l-wave s’(r), and 
M, = 8(D2 + l)C, (3.11) 
M;=min M,, 
( 
M1 
1 2D,L-(0) ’ 
M, 
4D,(BL -(0) + L’(0)) ’ 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
0 is the I-curve between t = 0 and t = h. 
Now we shall prove that 3’(t) is a l-shock wave in the strips 
(n - I)h ( t < nh, n = 1, 2 ,..., i.e., g’(‘(t) = S’(t) and 
( 1 1 - $ (@(vu) - @(u+)) < str S’(r) 
< 1++ (@(U-)-W+)), (3.14) 
( ) 
F-(J) < 2L-(o), (3.15) 
F’(J) < 4(BL -(0) + L’(O)), (3.16) 
where J is any Z-curve. 
Let (u’(f), v:(t)) and (u!+(t), v!+(t)) denote (u’, v’)(g’(t)-0,t) and 
(a’, v’)(S’(r) + 0, t), respectively, for (n - 1)h Q t < nh, n = 1, 2 ,.... 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
L - (0) < fi r<y PO(X)9 so(x)L (3.17) 
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LO(O) = ($l; T v {To(X), so(x)} x<o 
+ 1 + (D + l)* 
( 4fiD 1 
T Y {r (x) So(X)}. 
x>o 0 9 
Therefore 
I~(u’-(r))-~(U_)I~L-(O), 
Iw+W- @(~+KL”w~ 
so that by (3.3), (3.17), and (3.18) we have 
thus it yields that S’(t) is a l-shock wave for 0 < t < h. 
In view of (3.4) we obtain 
F-(O) = L-(O) + M&L-(O))* < 2L-(0), 
P(0) <LO(O) + M, E(LyO))* Q 2LO(O). 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
for O<t<h; 
(3.20) 
Because the random sequence {a,) is independent of m, and the charac- 
teristic speeds A= *k/v’+’ have opposite signs, there are at most three 
waves coming in the diamond A,,, sandwiched by J, and J,, which is an 
immediate successor of J,. We also can prove that any interaction of three 
waves coming in the diamond A,,, can be deduced into a sequence of 
interactions of two waves. For definiteness, suppose that a l-wave nay’ and a 
2-wave w1 come in the diamond A,,, by crossin its B side and a l-wave 
-# w, comes in the diamond A,,, by crossing its S side, and I?, (respectively 
G,,) is the l-wave (respectively 2-wave) leaving out of the diamond A,,*. The 
procedure of deducing the interaction of the three waves WI’), w2 and w, into 
a sequence of interaction of two waves is as follows: 
w(lO) + w* + w, -+ wp + Wy’ + ,y -t wy -+ wp + ,y 
+ wy’ + Wy + wy’+ ... w:“) + Wy)! + Wy+l) 
+ Wy+l) + Wl”+l)r + w:“tl)_, wy+l) + Wjn+2)/ + w:“+*)-* ... . 
Here the subscript i of wi”’ (respectively wjk)‘) means that wi”’ (respectively 
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w!~)‘) is an i-wave, i = 1,2. It is not hard to show that the total amount is 
fimte (cf. [7, Sect. 31). 
It follows either that PV:~’ = G,, wik) = J, and the strength of wik)’ equals 
zero for some integer k or by a contradictory argument that both the 
strength of wjk)’ and the strength of w ik)’ tend to zero, and KJ~“’ (respectively 
wik’) tends to rZ;, (respectively a,) as k tends to infinity. Therefore we may 
without loss of generality study the interaction of two waves coming in the 
diamond A,*, . 
First we study case (a) S’(f) crossing J, is a l-shock wave and is out of 
A 1.2’ 
Using Lemma 2.1 and (3.4) we obtain F-(J,) ,< F-(J,) and F’(J,) < 
p(J,) provided that F-(J,) < 2L-(0), p(J,) ,< 4(BL-(0) + L’(0)). 
Then we study case (b) g’(f) crossing J, is a l-shock wave and is in A, qz. 
We shall prove s’(t) crossing J, is a l-shock wave also. 
In view of (3.2), (3.3), (3.17) and (3.18) we obtain 
(3.2 1) 
and 
(@(u-) - @(u+)) < str s(t) crossing 
(3.22) 
(Q(K)-a(~+)). 
provided that F-(J,) < L -(O), F’(J,) Q 4(BL -(O) + L -(O)). 
Therefore by N > 2 we have 
0 < @(u’(t)) - @(d+(t)) (n- 1)h <t < nh, (3.23) 
where n is taken such that (n - 1)h < S’(t) crossing J2 < nh. Inequality 
(3.23) implies g’(t) crossing J, is a l-shock wave. 
In order to prove that (3.15) and (3.16) are true for J,, we study the two 
subcases (b,) and (b,) of case (b): 
(b,) The other wave coming in AL,* interacts with S’(t) from the right, 
i.e., the other wave lies to the right of S’(r). 
When the other wave is a l-shock wave, note also S’(r) crossing Jz is a l- 
shock wave, it follows from (3.4), Lemma 2.2(i) and (3.5’) that 
F-(J,)=F-(J,), 
PtJ,) < F’CJ,) 
provided that F-(J,) < 2L-(0) and p(J,) < 4(BL-(0) + L -(O)). 
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When the other wave is a 1-rarefaction wave, by (3.4) and in 
Lemma 2.2(ii) we obtain 
F-(J,)=F-(J,), 
provided that F-(J,) < 2L-(0) and p(.Z,) < 4(BL-(0) + L’(0)). 
(b,) The other wave coming in A,,, interacts with S’(t) from the left. 
In view of Lemmas 2.l(i, ii) and Lemma 2.2(i, iii), we know that any wave 
with strength w interacting with S’(t) from the left will become a 2-wave 
with strength less than Bw and F-(J,) - F-(J,) < w. Combining it with the 
estimates on F-(J) in cases (a) and (b,) and F-(O) < 2L-(0), we obtain 
F-(J) < 2L-(0) provided that F-(J’) < 2L-(0) and F’(J’) < 4(BL-(0) + 
L’(O)), where J’ is any Z-curve lying below J. Therefore the total amount of 
the strengths of the 2-wave leaving A,,, after this kind of interaction is less 
than or equal to 2BL-(0). 
We define these types auxiliary solutions (z?, 8)(x, t) as follows: any wave 
crossing 0 is 2-wave and the total amount of the waves is less than or equal 
to 2BL - (0) for x < 0, while the total strength of the waves crossing 0 is 
less than or equal to 2L”(0) for x > 0. It follows from (3.4) and Lemma 2.1 
that 
F(J) = e(J) + M&(J) + w&,(J) < 4(BL -(O) + L’(O)), 
where L(J)=G+p+f+& &J)=ii,cT,+ii~+&/$, &,(t)=cZ~+&j+ 
E+ &, J is any Z-curve and 6, p, f, q are strengths of waves in the solution 
(ri’, r?)(x, t) crossing J, (?,&, c!$ ,... in o(J), and Q,(J) are products of the 
strengths of approaching waves crossing J. 
Then in view of results of cases (a) and (b,). we can find an auxiliary 
solution (6, 6)(x, t) such that 
F’(Jz) ,< P(O) < 4(BL -(O) + L’(O)) 
provided that F-(J’) < 2L-(0), F’(J’) < 4(BL-(0) + L’(0)) where J’ is 
any Z-curve lying below Jz; therefore 
J,< 1 +; (@(C)-@(t’+)). 
( 1 
By (3.19) and (3.20) and the above results we can inductively prove 
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(3.15) and (3.16) for any Z-curve J and ,?(t) is a l-shock wave and (3.14) 
for (n - 1)h < t < nh, n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... 
u’(x, t) E [u, a]. (3.24) 
Because we have proved that (3.14) is true for t > 0 and (3.15) and (3.16) 
are true for any Z-curve J, we obtain 
TV @(o’(x, I)) < (4B + 2) L - (0) + 4L0(0) 
-w<x< +co 
(@(u-)- @(u+)). (3.25) 
In view of (3.17), (3.18), (3.24), and (3.25) we obtain that 
TV --m<x< +a, u’k 0 and TV-,,,, +m u/(x, t) are uniformly bounded for 
t > 0. Therefore the existence of the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) 
(1.2) follows [2]. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 in [3] that there exists a Lipschitz continuous 
curve S(t) originating from (0,O) in the solution (u, 0)(x, t) of Cauchy 
problem (1.1) (1.2) and the curve .S(t) is the limit of uniformly convergent 
subsequence (S’;(t)} of the l-approximate characteristics (S’(t)) originating 
from (40) in the approximate solution (u’, u’)(x, t) of which (u, u)(x, t) is 
the limit on every bounded interval of t. By essentially the same techniques 
as in [l] we obtain the Hugniot jump relations 
~Wbl = IP(U)I, mb4 = -[ul for almost t > 0, (3.26) 
where [ ] denotes the difference of the value in the bracket on the right and 
on the left side of S(t). 
We know from (3.14) and (3.24) and s’(t) is l-approximate characteristic 
that there exist constants A, < A, < 0 depending only on u, V; N, and 
@(up) - @(u+) such that 
A, @(t)<A, < 0 for all but a countable set of t (3.27) 
which yields that 
A, <j(t)<A, <0 for all but a countable set of t. (3.28) 
We have from (3.19, (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) 
for t > 0, (3.29) 
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which, from (3.2) and (3.3), yields 
( 1 l - ; (@(u--J  @(v + 1) Q @(W(t) - 0, t)) - @(u(S(t) + 0, t)) 
(3.30) 
(3.3 1) 
< I++ ( ) (@(upI- w+>> for t > 0. 
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Using (3.26), (3.28) and (3.31) we obtain the entropy condition 
v(S(r) - 0, I) > u(S(t) + 0, t), u(S(t) - 0, t) > u(S(r) + 0. t) 
for almost t > 0 (3.32) 
which, together with (3.27), implies that S(t) is a l-shock wave. Inequalities 
(3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) follow immediately from (3.24), (3.29), (3.30) and 
(3.3 1). 
Remark. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is a sufllcient condition. We 
can give a variety of hypotheses. 
For example, if in addition to hypothesis (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) (3.4), (3.5), 
and (3.5’) the following condition is also satisfied 
then the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is still true for N > 1. Similar remarks on 
hypotheses can be given for the following theorems. 
Now we turn to the case the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved by a 
l-shock wave and a 2-shock wave. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved 
by a l-shock wave and a 2-shock wave, i.e., there exists a constant solution 
(r ,,,, s,) such that 
s, -s-=g,(rm-r-,p-), rm < r-. 
r+ - rm = g2(s+ - Sm3PAr s+ <s/n 
(3.33) 
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and T V,,, {TJx), q,(x)} and TV,,, {T&V), so(x)} are small so that 
Lx @ 
32 if2 (~2 + 1) w + 1) n 
mtn 
~<y hd-4, ~d-a 
+ T$ PO(x), so(x)/ < 4 (3.34) 
(3.35) 
32(D* + 1)3’2 CBE c<r {r,,(x), s,-,(x)} 
+ T>y {rcdx), %(X)1 G 19 (3.36) 
U=max @-’ ( (w + 2\/2 T<If {r,(x), SOOJ), Q-1 (@(u+) 
(3.37) 
81 -4 fi (D2 + 1) -1’2 B ;<r {lo(x), q,(x)} 
+ T>y b-o(x), &3(x)1 9 P 
) ) 
1 
’ (D+ 1) 
for + E [g, U], i = 1, 2. (3.37’) 
Then the solution (u, u)(x, t) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) exists for all 
t > 0 and there are a l-shock wave S,(t) originating from (0,O) and a 2- 
shock wave S,(t) originating from (0, 0) in the solution for all t > 0 such 
that 
Q(C) - @(Urn) - + d,i, @ < str S,(t) < @(U -) - @(V,) + $ Ljmin @, 
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+ T>y {rob), so(x)/ 1 for f > 0. 
where C and D are constants appearing in Lemma 2.1 for u E [v, V] c= 
@-‘(@(rm) - Bmin Q/N), n > + is any given constant. a,,,@ = max((@(u_) - 
@(um))3 @C” + ) - @turn))9 6min @ = min((@(u-)- @(o,)), @(v+) - @(u,)), 
B = 1 + 2(D2 + 1) C&(1 + l/N) a,,,,,@. 
ProoJ Using Glimm’s scheme to construct the approximate solution 
(u’, u/)(x, f), we choose the ratio of the mesh lengths l/h = k&/@)‘+‘. Let 
S{(r) (respectively S:(t)) denote the l-approximate characteristics (respec- 
tively the 2-approximate characteristics) originating from the point (0,O) for 
the approximate solution (u’, t~‘)(x, t). 
We define 
F-(J) = L -(J) + M, cQ- (J) + M; &Q;(J), 
F’(J) = Lo(J) + M, &Q”(J) + M;cQ;(J), 
F+(J)=L+(J)+M,EQ+(J)+M~EQ:(J). 
where L-(J), L ‘(J) and Lo(J) are the sums of the strengths of the waves 
crossing J and lying to the left of the l-wave Z?‘,(f) which involves S{(t), to 
the right of the 2-wave S,(t) which involves S:(t), and between S:(r) and 
S:(t), respectively. Q-(J), Q’(J) and Q’(J) are the sums of the products of 
the strengths of the approaching shock waves crossing J and lying to the left 
of S:(t), to the right of S:(t), and between S:(t) and g:(t), respectively, 
Q;(J), Q:(J) and Q:(J) are the sums of the products of the strengths of the 
shock wave and the rarefaction wave, which approach each other and cross J 
and lie to the left of the S’,(t), to the right of S:(t), and between S{(t) and 
S:(r), respectively. M, = 8(D2 + l)C, M; = min(M,, M,/2D, L-(O)), M: = 
min(M,, M,/4D, B(L-(0) + L+(O))), MT = min(M,, M,/2D,L+(O)), and 
D, is the constant appearing in Lemma 2.1 for L’ E [TV, 01. 
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It is easy to know that L-(O) < flT VxCo{r,(x), q,(x)), Lo(O) = 0 and 
L ‘(0) <fi T Vx,o{ro(x), so(x)}. It follows from Lemma 2.3 and (3.35) 
that S!(t) is a l-shock wave and S:(t) is a 2-shock wave for 0 < I < h, and 
Q(K) - @(urn) - $ Bmin @ < str S{(r) < @(u -) - @(?I,) 
for 0 < t < h, 
@(u+) - @(urn) -; Bmin 0 ,< str s;(t) < @(u+) - @(urn) 
for 0 < t < h. 
Suppose that g:(t) and S:(t) have a common point in each strip 
(n - 1)h Q c < nh until n = i. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 and (3.35) and (3.36) 
we can inductively prove that L-(J) < 2L -(O), Lo(J) = 0. L +(J) < 2L + (0) 
for any I - curve J located below t = ih; and 3{(t) is a l-shock wave, g;(f) 
is a 2-shock wave for (n - 1)h < t < nh, n < i and 
@(uJ - @(urn) - f 6,,,@ < str S{(t) < @(v-l - @(urn)) 
-5. CD +N ml” for t < ih, 
@(u + I- @(em> - $ d,,, @ < str s:(t) < @(u+) - @(v,) 
‘s @ + N min for t < ih. 
In fact, 1 @(u-) - @(u,) - str S{(f)/ 
str $(?)I) is less than ((D + 1)*/4flD) 4 
Lemma 2.3. Therefore it follows from (3.35) that 
G 2~ min ‘s @ for t < ih, (3.39) 
where urn(f) is the value of ul(x, t) between S:(t) and S:(t), for (n - 1)h < 
t<nh,n<i. 
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The l-approximate characteristic S’,(t) do not have common point for 
(n - 1)h < t ( nh, n > i. With (3.39) in mind we can get the estimates on the 
approximate solution (u’, u’)(x, t) in a manner similar to one used in 
Theorem 3.1; therefore we obtain the conclusion of this theorem. We omit 
the details. 
Finally we study the case in which the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is 
solved by a shock wave and a rarefaction wave. For definiteness we assume 
that the shock wave is a l-shock wave and the rarefaction wave is a 2-shock 
wave. 
First we give a refinement of Lemma 2.l(iv, v), which is sufficient to 
guarantee that F’(J) defined in the following theorem is decreasing in the 
corresponding case when the I-curve J goes toward larger time. Because 
g,o P) = g1(0, P) = g!‘(O, P> = 0, gj”@, P) > 0, whose corresponding 
statement for general systems has given in [4]. We can choose 
H= maxp<o-~<~,i=I,2 fgi” (0, p), then the following estimates are valid for 
corresponding interactions. 
(i)(a) ~+a-+a’+~‘: There exist 8” and a” such that 
p” + a” + a’ + p’ and 
a - a” > 2/?“; 
(b) <+a-+r’ +p’: 
(ii)(a) a + (-a’ +/I’: , 
a - a’ > Zp’; 
(b) a+<-+t’+/?‘: 
provided that all waves considered above are contained in the strip Q(u) E 
(WV), W)), 3H(D2 + 1) a2 < 1, and maxOCqcam I gf”(-q,p)l < 6H, for 
p < l/p < U, i = 1, 2. 
It is obvious that the aforementioned estimates are valid for the 
interactions of a 2-shock wave /I and 2-rarefaction wave q provided that p 
satisfies the conditions which a satisfies. 
Now we state the theorem in this case and give the sketch of its proof. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that the Riemann problem (1.1) (1.2’) is solved 
by a l-shock wave and a 2-rarefaction wave, i.e., there is a constant solution 
(r, 9 s,) such that 
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s,--s- = g,(r, -r- VP-1, rm <r-, 
rm = r+ , Sill ts+ 
and T VXco(r,(x), s,,(x)}, T VX,,,{ro(x), s,(x)} are small so that 
(3.40) 
16&D’ + 1)(D2 + 2) CE r’$ {r,,(x), so(x)} < 1, (3.4 1) 
16(D2 + 1)“2 
max 32(D2 + 1)3’2 Cc, 4(6H(D2 + I))“‘) B TJ (To(x), s,(x)} 
+ T,y Ir,CG soW (3.44) 
max I&“(-a P)I < 629 
0,<q,<4fi(D2 + 1) 
for g < f < 17, i = 1, 2, (3.45) 
Then the solution (u, v)(x, t) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) (1.2) exists for all 
I > 0 and there is a l-shock wave 5’(t) originated from (0,O) in the solution 
for all c > 0 such that 
$(D’ + 1)-“2 (@(v-) - @(?I m )) 
lb < str S(t) < 2 ((II’ + 1)-“2 (3.47) 
+ (D2 + l)“‘>(@(u->  ‘WJ,)), for f > 0, 
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T V { u(x, t), u(x, t)) 
+< S(r) 
<~~~(D+~)T’~~{~~(x),s~(x)) for t>O, (3.48) 
< 8 fi(D’ + 1)“’ B TJ PoCy), so(x) I 
for t > 0, (3.49) 
where C and D are constants appearing in Lemma 2.1 for 1~ E [v, Li], 
B = 1 + fi(D’ + 1) Cs((D’ + 1)-“2 + (D2 + l)“‘)(@(u-) - @(u,)). 
ProoJ: We use Glimm’s scheme to construct the approximate solution 
(u’, t”)(.q t). Choose the mesh lengths l/h = k&/(p)‘+‘. In order to deal 
with the amount of the rarefaction waves crossing the I-curve J and laying to 
the right of l-wave S’(f) which involves the l-approximate characteristic 
S’(f) originating from (0, 0), we define F’(J) by 
F,(J) = Lo(J) + M, &Q”(J) + A&Q;(J), 
LO(J) = c (a + P + 0, 
Q”(J) = C (a, a2 + aP + P,PJ, 
Q;(J) = C (4 + PO, 
where a, p and c in Lo(J) are the strengths of l-shock waves, 2-shock waves 
and 1-rarefaction waves crossing J and laying to the right of l-wave S’(t); 
a, a2, ah P,P2, a<, PC in Q”(4 and QXJ) are the products of the strengths of 
the approaching wave crossing J and laying to the right of l-wave S’(t). 
We define F-(J), M,, M;, Mi by the same way as in Theorem 3.1. 
Assumptions (3.42) and (3.43) and Lemma 2.3 imply that the l-wave 
generated at (0,O) is a l-shock wave and the 2-wave generated at (0,O) is a 
2rarefaction wave for 0 < t < h. Then we have 
(3.50) 
(3.5 1) 
4ow75i I I 7 
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Therefore by (3.42) and (D’ + I)-‘/* (r- - r,) - (Lo(O) + Lo(O)) < 
str S’(f) < (r- - r,)/\/Z + Lo(O) + L-(O) for 0 < f < h we obtain 
$*+1)-‘q@(uJ-@(u )) m 
< str S’(t) < fi 2 w* + 1)Y + (D2 + l)“‘)(@(VJ - @(u,)) 
for 0 < t < h. 
Then using the techniques imilar to ones in Theorem 3.1, by (3.41), (3.42) 
and (3.43) we will inductively prove that 
F - (J) < 2L - (0), 
F’(J) < 4(BL - (0) + L’(O)), 
(&2)(0* + 1))‘I* (@(v-) - @(u,)) Q str S’(t) crossing J < (G/2) 
((D* + 1)-l/* + (D* + l)“‘)(@(v-) - a(~,)) and S’(t) crossing J is a l- 
shock wave for any Z-curve J. 
Using essentially the same techniques as in Theorem 3.1, we can prove the 
conclusion of this theorem. We therefore omit the details. 
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